
Women's sports shoes (training) UNDER ARMOUR-UA W Charged Pursuit 2 SE grey

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
36,5 751953 194514261849 2 ks

Suggested retail price: 69.99 € s DPH

Description

Under Armor women's shoes. Sports sneakers are in a classic design in gray color, which will appeal to women who
like simplicity. Running shoes for ladies are also suitable for harder urban surfaces. The solid color boots have a
technological mesh upper that provides you with strategic support with very good air ventilation and is extremely
light. For better comfort during sports or all-day wear, it has padding under the tongue and around the ankle collar.
They can be combined very well with sports sweatpants, leggings or trendy sweatshirts.

Under Armor shoes have a padded insole that adapts perfectly to the foot and absorbs shocks well. For better
protection, they have a reinforced toe and heel and use classic lacing. High-quality sneakers have a Charged
Cushioning® midsole made of compression foam, which is a guarantee of comfort and durability, absorbs vibrations
well and has a long service life. The sports shoes have a sole with a tire pattern that strives for the best flexibility
and perfect traction in every movement on every surface. It is a brand that is known all over the world and is a
guarantee of quality, good name and breaks all the boundaries that come before it. Brand shoes are ultra light.
Boots for ladies are a great choice for training, various sports and leisure activities.

Product details:

for ladies
gray version
white details
mesh upper
good leg wrap
high breathability
ideal for running and other sports activities
padding around the heel and ankle
reinforced tip and heel
full-surface insole
flexible, light
good shock absorption
great traction
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rubber elements on the sole
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